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Abstract: Marble is a common rock used in many buildings for structural or ornamental purposes
and is widely distributed in underground engineering projects. The rocks are exposed to high
temperatures when a tunnel fire occurs, and they will be rapidly cooled during the rescue process,
which has a great impact on the rock performance and the underground engineering stability.
Therefore, the role of cyclic thermal shocks on the physical and mechanical properties of marble
specimens was systematically investigated. Different cyclic thermal shock treatments (T = 25, 200,
400, 600, 800 ◦C; N = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9) were applied to marble specimens and the changes in mass,
volume, density and P-wave velocity were recorded in turn. Then, the thermal conductivity, optical
microscopy and uniaxial compression tests were carried out. The results showed that both the cyclic
thermal shock numbers (N) and the temperature level (T) weaken the rock properties. When the
temperature of a thermal shock exceeds 600 ◦C, the mass loss coefficient and porosity of the marble
will increase significantly. The most noticeable change in P-wave velocity occurs between 200 and
400 ◦C, with a 52.98% attenuation. After three thermal shocks, the cyclic thermal shock numbers
have little influence on the uniaxial compressive strength and Young’s modulus of marble specimens.
Shear failure is the principal failure mode in marble specimens that have experienced severe thermal
damage (high N or T). The optical microscopic pictures are beneficial for illustrating the thermal
cracking mechanism of marble specimens after cyclic thermal shocks.

Keywords: marble; cyclic thermal shock; thermal damage; microscopic feature

1. Introduction

To ensure the stability and safety of rock engineering, it is critical to understand the
physical and mechanical properties of rock. In practical engineering, rocks tend to be
subjected to complex conditions that degrade their rock properties. The degradation of
rocks can be attributed to a variety of factors; one that should not be overlooked is tem-
perature. Underground coal gasification (UCG), geothermal energy exploitation, nuclear
waste disposal, fire hazards in underground tunnels and the maintenance/restoration
of stone-built heritage following fire exposure are among examples of rock engineering
applications that involve high temperatures [1–5]. In its natural state, rock material is a
typical porous medium with primary microscopic holes and fissures [6,7]. Mineral thermal
expansion and reactions would occur in the rocks at elevated temperatures, resulting in
the extension of pre-existing micro-cracks and the initiation of new cracks. As a result,
physical and mechanical parameters (such as density, P-wave velocity and compressive
strength) would vary significantly as temperature rises, as demonstrated experimentally
by measurements of rocks after exposure to high temperatures [8–11]. The failure of rock
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under the effect of high temperatures and generated stress has developed into one of the
primary research topics in the rock mechanics field. In underground engineering involv-
ing rock cyclic thermal shock, the change of rock properties after cyclic thermal shock
plays a very important role in the stability of underground engineering. For example, the
physical and mechanical properties of the rock mass exposed to high temperatures will
be affected in a tunnel fire. In the rescue process, cold water is used to artificially cool the
high-temperature rocks quickly, and the strength of the tunnel after cyclic thermal shock
affects the safe operation of the tunnel [12,13]. In a fire, the temperature of the inner wall
of the tunnel can reach as high as 1200 ◦C [14,15]. Another example is that if the drilling
fluid cannot circulate smoothly during the drilling process, the high-speed and continuous
friction between the drill bit and the hole wall will increase the temperature of the drilled
rock and affect the drillability of the rock. Recently, a new drilling method of heating the
rocks around the drill bit to assist drilling was proposed and the temperature encountered
may reach 1000 ◦C [10,16].

Marble rocks are frequently utilized as structural and ornamental construction ma-
terials, such as columns, flooring, reliefs and monuments, since they are natural stones
with high aesthetic value and workability. It is a noble stone with outstanding beauty and
flexibility of manipulation, but it is vulnerable to being subjected to high temperatures,
either naturally or artificially [17–21]. In some mountain tunnels, water conservancy and
hydropower projects in southwest China, marble is a common rock mass medium [22–24].
For example, marble is widely distributed in the diversion tunnel of Jinping hydropower
station, which has the highest head and largest installed scale on the Yalong River [25]. The
stability of the diversion tunnel is directly related to the normal operation and safety of the
hydropower station because of its large, buried depth, line length and diameter. Once a fire
occurs and is not properly handled, it will cause great damage to the stability and economy
of the project.

Marble is a fairly simple rock material, which is composed primarily of calcite and
dolomite. Thermal stress would be generated at high temperatures due to the differing ther-
mal expansion coefficients of calcite and dolomite [2,26]. Once the induced thermal stress
surpasses the cohesiveness threshold, macroscopic changes in the physical and mechanical
properties can be noticed. It is well established that the degradation of rocks is mainly
dependent on the development of micro-cracks. Anisotropic thermal expansion within
rocks results in both thermal gradients and cycling cracks [27]. Thermal gradient cracks
are caused by an inhomogeneous temperature field within the rock specimen, whereas
thermal cycling cracks are primarily caused by mismatches in the thermal expansion of
various minerals. The thermal gradient cracks are not the research object of this work.
According to the studies of Li et al. [28] and Zhang et al. [29,30], selecting a low heating rate
during the high temperature treatment may minimize the effect of the thermal gradient.
In the past few decades, some researchers have studied the effects of thermal damage
on the physical and mechanical properties of marble rocks under post-high temperature
conditions by laboratory testing [17–19,26,31,32]. For example, Ozguven and Ozcelik [31]
heated the marble and limestone specimens up to 1000 ◦C and investigated the effect
of the thermal gradient on physical and mechanical properties such as density, porosity,
uniaxial compressive strength and tensile strength. Their results demonstrated that the
apparent porosity increases with temperature, probably due to capillary cracks caused by
heat. Peng et al. [32] performed uniaxial compression tests on coarse marble specimens
subjected to high temperatures of 200, 400 and 600 ◦C and discovered mechanical property
degradation laws with temperature. The color changes and ultrasonic responses were also
studied. Gautam et al. [26] studied the physical and mechanical properties of thermally
treated marble at a temperature range of 25–700 ◦C and observed that dolomites decompose
under thermal stress into calcium and magnesium oxides.

Despite the fact that numerous experimental studies have been conducted to determine
the deteriorations in the physical and mechanical properties of marble rocks after high
temperature treatment, there is no systematic study on the changes in properties of high-
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temperature rock masses after rapid cooling. Rocks are believed to have experienced a
thermal shock after being subjected to high temperatures and rapid cooling. In addition,
the weakening of rock properties caused by thermal shock is not only due to the change
in temperature levels, but also affected by the number of thermal shock cycles. Therefore,
different temperature levels (25, 200, 400, 600 and 800 ◦C) and cyclic thermal shock numbers
(1, 3, 5, 7, 9) were chosen in the present study to investigate the role of cyclic thermal shock
on the physical, mechanical properties of marble specimens. The thermogravimetry of
dolomite and optical microscopy were analyzed to help explain the thermal damage
mechanism of marbles.

2. Experimental Methodology
2.1. Specimens Preparation

The tested white marble block was collected from the Shandong province of China and
no visible cracks could be observed on the surface with the naked eye. The average density
of tested marble rock is 2.845 g/cm3 and the average P-wave velocity is 4.98 km/s. From
the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) results in Figure 1a, the main chemical compositions of the
tested white marble are CaO, CO2, SiO2 and MgO, which, respectively, account for 35.87,
37.82, 13.02 and 12.91%. Some trace chemical components such as Al2O3, K2O and Fe2O3
are not clearly shown in the figure, and their proportions are as follows: 0.37, 0.06 and
0.17%. In addition, the XRD tests demonstrated that dolomite is the principal mineral of
the tested marble specimens. As shown in Figure 1b, cylinder specimens with a diameter of
50 mm and a length of 100 mm were drilled from the marble block in an identical direction
to reduce the effects of rock heterogeneity. The two end surfaces of the specimens were
polished to control the flatness and parallelism within ±0.02 and ±0.05 mm according to
the ISRM suggested method [33].

Figure 1. (a) XRF result of tested marble; (b) Images of tested marble specimens.

2.2. Cyclic Thermal Shock Treatment

Rapid cooling of a high-temperature rock specimen to room temperature is regarded
as a thermal shock. Figure 2a illustrates the schematic diagram of cyclic thermal shock
treatment. One thermal shock cycle involves heating the marble specimens to the set
temperature at a rate of 5 ◦C per minute, maintaining the temperature for 2 h, and then
immediately removing them from the muffle furnace and rapidly cooling them to room
temperature with water. After the high temperature tests of many scholars [34–36], it is
believed that a low heating rate of 5 ◦C/min can minimize the impact of thermal gradients.
Therefore, the effects of temperature and cyclic thermal shock numbers can be focused
on in this work. Following each thermal shock treatment, the marble sample was dried
for 2 h in an oven at a temperature of 105 ◦C to remove any remaining moisture before
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proceeding to the next thermal shock. In the experiment, five temperature levels were
designed (T = 25, 200, 400, 600, 800 ◦C). At T = 200 and 400 ◦C, the marble specimens all
underwent different thermal shock numbers (N = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9). While visible pores and
macroscopic cracks appeared on the surface of marble specimens following five thermal
shock cycles at 600 ◦C and a single thermal shock at 800 ◦C (Figure 2b), no additional cyclic
thermal shock treatments were performed on them. Thus, the cyclic thermal shock number
(N) for T = 600 ◦C was adjusted to 1, 3 and 5, respectively. Notably, 2–3 specimens were
prepared for each condition to obtain the average and eliminate random errors.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of cyclic thermal shock; (b) Marble specimen underwent thermal
shock treatment of 800 ◦C.

2.3. Testing Procedures

After cyclic thermal shock treatment, the basic physical properties, including mass,
volume, density, P-wave velocity, porosity and thermal conductivity, of the specimens
were, respectively, measured. At high temperatures, free water and absorbed water inside
rocks escape, and particles may expand to some extent, resulting in mass loss and volume
expansion of marble specimens. To better illustrate the variations in mass and volume,
mass loss coefficient (γ) and volume expansion level (η) are introduced, which can be
calculated by the following equations:

γ =
M0 −Mn

M0
× 100% (1)

η =
Vn −V0

V0
× 100% (2)

where M0 and V0 represent the initial mass and volume of specimens prior to cyclic thermal
shock treatment, respectively, and Mn and Vn represent the ultimate mass and volume of
specimens following cyclic thermal shock treatment, respectively. The P-wave velocity was
measured using an HC-U81 ultrasonic wave tester, the installation and operation of which
are described in Figure 3a. It was calculated as the ratio of the specimen’s length to the pulse
time that passes through it. To increase the accuracy of the experimental data, Vaseline was
chosen as the coupling medium between the specimen and the transducers. Porosity was
determined using the BH-1 rock porosity test system (Figure 3b), which operates on the
following principle:

ϕ =
Msat −Md

Vn × ρw
× 100% (3)

where Msat and Md denote the mass of fully saturated specimens and dried specimens,
respectively, and ρw denotes the density of pure water. Thermal conductivity was measured
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using a Hot Disk thermal constants analyzer, as illustrated in Figure 3c. Two specimens
were needed for each test, and a small amount of force along the axial direction of specimens
was required in order to make the sensor of the analyzer, which is composed of thin nickel
foils, come into full contact with them.

Figure 3. The images of (a) HC-U81 ultrasonic wave tester, (b) BH-1 rock porosity test system, (c) Hot
Disk thermal constants analyzer and (d) MTS 816 servo-controlled rock mechanics test system.

Finally, uniaxial compression tests were conducted on marble specimens using the
MTS 816 servo-controlled rock mechanics test system (Figure 3d). This system is capable
of axial loads up to 1459 kN and strokes up to 100 mm. The constant displacement axial
loading pattern of this system was selected, and the loading rate was set at 0.12 mm/min.
The axial force and displacement were simultaneously recorded by the testing system
during the loading process.

3. Analysis of Experimental Results
3.1. Effects of Thermal Shock Numbers

The evolution process of the physical properties of marble specimens with the increase
in thermal shock numbers is shown in Figure 4. Generally, the mass loss coefficient, volume
expansion level and porosity increase with the growth of thermal shock numbers, while
density, P-wave velocity and thermal conductivity gradually decrease. When T = 200 and
400 ◦C, the increasing rates of mass loss and volume versus thermal shock number are
minor. When T = 600 ◦C, however, the curves of mass loss and volume with thermal shock
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number show a clear increase. The mass loss coefficient and volume expansion level of
a marble specimen after five thermal shocks are approximately 8.44 times and 1.79 times
those after one thermal shock, respectively, as T = 600 ◦C. This indicates that the exfoliation
and expansion of grains become dramatic with the increase in thermal shock numbers
when the heating temperature reaches 600 ◦C. Additionally, the variations in density show
a strong correlation with mass loss and volume expansion. Density decreases by less than
0.03 g/cm3 with increasing thermal shock numbers when T = 200 and 400 ◦C, and by 4.6%
at 600 ◦C, from 2.77 to 2.67 g/cm3.

During the propagation of a wave, the micro-cracks and void space inside the rock
lead to the obvious refraction, diffraction and reflection of wave signals [37,38]. Therefore,
P-wave velocity can be used as a useful monitoring method to detect the inside damage
of rocks. When the heating temperature is between 200 and 400 ◦C, the P-wave velocity
gradually decreases as the thermal shock number increases. When the thermal shock
number is increased from one to five, the P-wave velocity drops from 1.19 to 0.29 km/s with
a stable decreasing rate, indicating that the marble rocks are continuously subjected to the
thermal damage caused by cyclic thermal shocks. When T = 200 and 400 ◦C, the decrease
in P-wave velocity is slight as the thermal shock numbers increase. When T = 600 ◦C,
a continuous reduction can be observed in P-wave velocity with the increase in thermal
shock numbers. This indicates that P-wave velocity is more sensitive to temperature than
the cyclic thermal shock number below 600 ◦C.

The initial porosity (φ0) of tested marble is 0.19%, suggesting the marble rocks have
a tightly cemented crystal structure in their natural state. From Figure 4e, it is found that
the curves of porosity versus the thermal shock number are nearly linear, and the slopes
become sharper with the increase in temperature. From one to nine thermal shocks, the
porosity increases by 75.68% (200 ◦C) and 68.18% (400 ◦C), respectively. At T = 600 ◦C, the
porosity rises from 2.48 to 5.22% when the thermal shock number increases from one to five.
As a whole, similar development trends appear in the volume expansion level and porosity.

In a fire hazard, the temperature inside the rock is often uneven due to the varying
distance from the fire source. Due to the influence of thermal conductivity, there is a
temperature gradient inside the rock, which will induce the generation of micro-cracks. It is
of great significance for the rescue efforts to study the thermal conductivity of rocks under
different thermal shock numbers and temperature levels. The thermal conductivity (K0) of
tested marble is 4.31 W/mK in its natural state. As T = 200 ◦C, the thermal conductivity
is hardly affected by the thermal shock numbers before five thermal shocks and does not
attenuate until the marble specimen undergoes seven thermal shocks. Thermal conductivity
at T = 400 and 600 ◦C decreases steadily before five thermal shocks. Previous studies have
shown that the thermal conductivity of rocks is not only affected by the composition of
the minerals, the size of the mineral particles, the structure of the rocks, as well as the
density and humidity, but also the change in temperature [39–42]. After the cyclic thermal
shock treatment, the internal structure of the rock is destroyed by high temperatures and
rapid cooling, and the density and mineral composition have also changed accordingly.
Therefore, as the number of cyclic thermal shocks increases, the thermal conductivity of the
marble continues to decrease.

The variations of compressive strength and Young’s modulus, which are the two most
universal mechanical parameters, are shown in Figure 5. With the increase in thermal
shock numbers, the compressive strength of the material decreases slightly. While at T =
400 ◦C, the compressive strength and Young’s modulus obviously decrease from one to
three thermal shocks. Figure 6 displays the ultimate failure patterns of marble specimens
that have experienced different cyclic thermal shocks. Three typical failure modes (axial
splitting, multiple fracturing and shearing failure) and the corresponding compressive
strength of the marble specimen are marked on the photos. It is found that the failure modes
of the marble specimens that have been subjected to low thermal shock numbers are axial
splitting and multiple fracturing when T = 200 and 400 ◦C. With the increase in thermal
shock numbers, apparent shear cracks appear on the specimen surface. Additionally,
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several shear cracks with different planes appear on the surface of the specimen after nine
cyclic thermal shocks of 200 ◦C and the specimen skin is separated from the inside rock.
Marble specimens suffered further serious damage at T = 600 ◦C, and there is spalling of
rock blocks as the thermal shock number increases.

Figure 4. Effect of thermal shock numbers on the (a) mass loss coefficient, (b) volume expansion level,
(c) density, (d) P-wave velocity, (e) porosity and (f) thermal conductivity (The error bar represents the
standard deviation).
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Figure 5. Influence of thermal shock numbers on the (a) compressive strength and (b) Young’s
modulus (The error bar represents the standard deviation).

Figure 6. Ultimate failure modes for marble specimens at different thermal shock numbers. Failure
modes and corresponding compressive strength (in MPa) are marked. (Axial denotes axial splitting,
MF denotes multiple fracturing, Shear denotes shearing failure).
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3.2. Effects of Temperature Level

The variations in the physical parameters of marble specimens after thermal shock
treatment versus different temperature levels are illustrated in Figure 7. The mass loss
coefficient and volume expansion level increase persistently with temperature. For the
marble specimens subjected to one thermal shock, the volume expansion level increases
linearly with temperature, while there is a sharp increase from 0.20 to 8.73% in the mass loss
coefficient from 600 to 800 ◦C, respectively. Consequently, the density gradually decreases
slightly in the range of 200 to 600 ◦C but decreases dramatically at T = 800 ◦C. It implies
that mineral decomposition and particle shedding occur at temperatures between 600 and
800 ◦C. In addition, an interesting phenomenon is that the thermal shock numbers affect
the mass loss coefficient more obviously than the temperature level does between 400 and
600 ◦C. As a whole, the laws of mass, volume and density shown in marble rocks are in
agreement with the results obtained in other studies [31,43].

The evolution of P-wave velocity with temperature is displayed in Figure 7d. The
P-wave velocity drops sharply by nearly 50% from 200 to 400 ◦C and continues to fall to
0.378 km/s when the temperature reaches 800 ◦C. It indicates that the elevated temperature
aggravates the appearance of new micro-cracks and the propagation of preexisting micro-
cracks [35,44]. Cyclic thermal shock treatment on marble specimens would decrease the
intergranular adhesion and generate micro-cracks, even small holes, which impedes the
propagation of waves, resulting in a decrease in P-wave velocity. From 200 to 400 ◦C, the
loss of combined and mineral water leads to the generation of pores inside the sample,
which promotes the development of micro-cracks. This could explain the significant
decrease in P-wave velocity in the 200–400 ◦C range. When the temperature reaches 600
◦C, the decomposition of minerals may cause the further development of micro cracks and
lead to serious thermal damage inside rocks.

Figure 7e demonstrates the variations in porosity versus temperature. After one
thermal shock, the porosity in marble specimens increases steadily from 0.37 to 2.48%
during the temperature range of 200–600 ◦C. From 600 to 800 ◦C, there is a noticeable
increase in porosity of 5.70%, indicating that the volume and quantity of inner pores
of specimens have grown significantly. The inner structural modifications caused by
cyclic thermal shocks are pronounced after 600 ◦C, primarily due to the enlargement of
preexisting micro-cracks and/or the nucleation of new micro-cracks [45]. In addition, CO2
is released with the decomposition of dolomite [46], leading to structural deterioration and
the generation of internal pores in rock.

The changes in thermal conductivity with the increase in temperature are shown in
Figure 7f. Thermal conductivity has a generally linear relationship with temperature under
the same thermal shock number. It is worth noting that the heating temperature of 200 ◦C
has little influence on the thermal conductivity of the results, while the thermal conductivity
of specimens subjected to a single thermal shock decreases linearly by 68.99% from 4.29
to 1.33 W/mK between 200 and 800 ◦C, indicating that increasing the temperature has a
significant influence on the internal structure of marble specimens.
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Figure 7. Effect of temperature levels on the (a) mass loss coefficient, (b) volume expansion level,
(c) density, (d) P-wave velocity, (e) porosity and (f) thermal conductivity (The error bar represents the
standard deviation).

The variations in mechanical properties, including compressive strength and Young’s
modulus, are displayed in Figure 8. The compressive strength and Young’s modulus for the
specimens that underwent only one thermal shock undergo a continuous decrement from
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83.62 to 17.52 MPa and from 14.27 to 1.37 GPa, respectively, with the rise of the temperature
from 200 to 800 ◦C. Micro-cracks and holes inside the rock lead to the decrement in
intergranular adhesion and then result in the decrement of the bearing capacity and
compressive strength of the rock. In addition, the minerals inside marble decompose
and its bearing capacity weakens under high temperatures, resulting in the degeneration
of the compressive strength of the whole rock [43]. The ultimate failure modes of the
marble specimens that underwent thermal shocks of different temperature levels are shown
in Figure 9. With the increase in temperature, in addition to the obvious decrease in
compressive strength, it can be found that the main types of cracks at failure are tensile
cracks and shear cracks. For specimens at room temperature (T = 25 ◦C), several main
tensile failure surfaces run through the whole specimen height, but the cracks are not very
straight due to the presence of some large grain crystals. Due to the significant initial
thermal damage, many cracks were generated and propagated under low stress levels
in specimens treated with thermal shocks of 600 and 800 ◦C. An obvious shear surface
was formed, accompanied by some clusters of minor tensile cracks, resulting in the large
volumetric deformation of marble specimens.

Figure 8. Influence of temperature levels on the (a) compressive strength and (b) Young’s modulus
(The error bar represents the standard deviation).

Figure 9. Ultimate failure modes for marble specimens at different temperature levels. Failure modes
and corresponding compressive strength (in MPa) are marked. (Axial denotes axial splitting, MF
denotes multiple fracturing, Shear denotes shearing failure).
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4. Micro Thermal Damage Mechanism of Marbles
4.1. Thermogravimetry Analysis

To further investigate the mineral composition transformation of marble specimens,
the thermogravimetry data of dolomite, the main mineral of the tested marbles, are col-
lected from the previous literatures [47,48] and plotted in Figure 10. Dolomite is sensitive
to temperature when it is subjected to the reaction temperature intervals. It can be observed
that the weight of dolomite decreases slightly before 600 ◦C but experiences an abrupt
reduction in the range of 600–800 ◦C. It can be implied that the dramatic thermal decom-
position of dolomite from 600 to 800 ◦C led to the sharp decrease in mass. Dolomite will
decompose into calcium carbonate, magnesium calcite and magnesium oxide at a tempera-
ture above 600 ◦C, as indicated in Equation (4). Then, at around 650 ◦C, two carbonates
are formed (Equation (5)). At 700 ◦C, dolomite will decompose into magnesium oxide and
calcium oxide, accompanied by the release of large amounts of CO2 gas (Equation (6)). All
the above chemical reactions are endothermic.

2CaMg(CO 3)2
> 600 ◦C−→
←−

CaMg(CO 3)2+CaCO3+MgO + CO2 (4)

CaMg(CO 3)2
650 ◦C−→
←−

CaCO3+MgCO3 (5)

2CaMg(CO 3)2
≤ 700 ◦C−→
←−

MgO + CaO + CO2 (6)

Figure 10. The thermogravimetry curves of dolomite.

4.2. Microscopy Observation

The thermal damage not only results from the chemical reaction of minerals, but
also is influenced by the physical changes, including crystal expansion and crystal phase
transition. High temperatures result in the development of new micro-cracks, the growth
of preexisting micro-cracks and the softening of the internal structure [35]. The continuous
development of micro-cracks leads to the thermal damage of the internal structures of
rocks, thereby weakening their strength and deformation behaviors. Therefore, microscopic
observation was conducted on the marble specimens after cyclic thermal shocks using an
electron microscope. The microscopic features of the marble specimens under different
thermal shock conditions are exhibited in Figure 11. In order to facilitate the comparison
and analysis of diversity, the same scale was selected for all the images.
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Figure 11. Microscopic thermal cracking feature of marble.

When marble specimens are heated to 200 ◦C, for N = 1, the surface morphology is
smooth without obvious micro-cracks or other defects. At 200 ◦C, the absorbed water and
combined water will continuously escape as the cyclic thermal shock number increases [8].
Due to the different thermal expansion coefficients and anisotropy of different mineral
particles, a local thermal stress concentration will be caused between the mineral parti-
cles [29,49,50]. Therefore, both the flatness and smoothness of the surface topography
are affected owing to the loss of water and the anisotropy thermal expansion of mineral
particles. Until the thermal shock number reaches nine, micro-cracks appear on the surface.

When T = 400 ◦C, the cementation between crystals is weakened and the boundaries
between different crystals become clearly visible. The thermal expansion of crystals leads
to disharmonious deformation among the mineral particles, resulting in grain separation
and long-narrow intergranular cracks at grain boundaries. For N = 7 and 9, the cementation
between mineral particles is further weakened and small holes begin to appear on the
surface. The cracks have a tendency to extend to the hole.

When T = 600 ◦C and N = 1, the length of micro-cracks increases and the boundary
between the crystals becomes blurred. For N = 3, the propagation and coalescence of
microcracks become obvious and a small hole appears. For N = 5, the rock matrix was
thermally decomposed into small blocks by the connected cracks, and the size of the hole
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became bigger. A network of cracks appeared on the rock surface, indicating that it had
experienced severe thermal damage.

After only one thermal shock at T = 800 ◦C, the marble specimens show significant
damage, including large cracks and holes. The boundary between the crystals is almost
indistinct, indicating the melting of rock crystals at a high temperature.

According to the above analysis, microscopic cracks and the accumulation of thermal
damage gradually develop with the increase in T or N, because cyclic thermal shocks induce
the thermal decomposition of minerals and the expansion and melting of crystals. The
structure of marble specimens gradually changes to a loosening state and cracks network
inside the rocks. As a result, macroscopic cracks of rocks appear on the specimen surface
(Figure 2b) and the bearing capacity is distinctly reduced.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the physical, mechanical and thermal cracking properties of white marble
specimens that underwent cyclic thermal shocks in the temperature range of 200–800 ◦C
were investigated experimentally. The following conclusions may be drawn:

• Both the cyclic thermal shock numbers (N) and the temperature level (T) have negative
impacts on the physical and mechanical properties. The effect of thermal shock
numbers on rock physical properties becomes dramatic as T = 600 ◦C. The mass loss
coefficient and porosity increase significantly from 600 to 800 ◦C, while the density
decreases significantly. The most noticeable change in P-wave velocity occurs between
200 and 400 ◦C, with an attenuation of 52.98%. At T = 600 ◦C, the evolutions of mass,
volume and porosity show approximately linear relationships with increasing thermal
shock numbers.

• The thermal conductivity of marble decreases linearly with an increasing temperature
under the same thermal shock number. As T = 200 ◦C, increasing the number of
thermal shocks has little effect on the thermal conductivity. When T = 400 and 600 ◦C,
the thermal conductivity gradually decreases with thermal shock numbers, but the
decreasing range is within 25%.

• Overall, the compressive strength and Young’s modulus of the specimens vary greatly
from one to three thermal shocks and then tend to be stable. While increasing tem-
peratures constantly deteriorate the mechanical properties of marble specimens, after
experiencing severe thermal damage (high N or T), the failure mode of marble samples
under uniaxial compression is mainly shear failure.

• The thermal damage induced by cyclic thermal shocks not only results from the
decomposition of minerals, but is also influenced by the changes in crystal structures.
Microscopic photos display the development of micro-cracks and the intensification of
thermal damages with an increasing T or N.
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